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epidermis
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Mammalian epidermis consists of the interfollicular

epidermis, hair follicles (HFs) and associated sebaceous

glands (SGs). It is constantly renewed by stem and

progenitor cell populations that have been identified

and each compartment features a distinct mechanism of

cellular turnover during renewal. The functional relation-

ship between the diverse stem cell (SC) pools is not known

and molecular signals regulating the establishment and

maintenance of SC compartments are not well understood.

Here, we performed lineage tracing experiments to demon-

strate that progeny of HF bulge SCs transit through other

SC compartments, suggesting a hierarchy of competent

multipotent keratinocytes contributing to tissue renewal.

The bulge was identified as a bipotent SC compartment

that drives both cyclic regeneration of HFs and continuous

renewal of SGs. Our data demonstrate that aberrant

signalling by TCF/Lef1, transcription factors crucial for

bulge SC activation and hair differentiation, results in

development of ectopic SGs originating from bulge cells.

This process of de novo SG formation is accompanied

by the establishment of new progenitor niches. Detailed

molecular analysis suggests the recapitulation of steps of

tissue morphogenesis.
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Introduction

Adult stem cells (SCs) are essential for skin homoeostasis

and the repair of damaged tissue following injury. Renewal of

the epidermis is maintained by multipotent SCs capable to

generate all differentiated lineages of the tissue including

the interfollicular epidermis (IFE), hair follicles (HFs) and

sebaceous glands (SGs) (Niemann and Watt, 2002; Fuchs and

Horsley, 2008). Each of these lineages features a distinct

mechanism of cellular turnover and tissue renewal. In contrast

to continuous renewal of the IFE and SG, HF regeneration is a

highly dynamic and cyclic process (Alonso and Fuchs, 2006).

HFs undergo distinct phases of growth (anagen), regression

(catagen) and rest (telogen), thereby facilitating the formation

of a new hair that will be replaced during the following hair

cycle. Previously, several signals governing HF morphogenesis

and regulation of the hair cycle have been unravelled (Watt

et al, 2006; Blanpain and Fuchs, 2009).

Keratinocytes of the IFE, HF and SG fulfil different func-

tions to ensure tissue integrity, barrier acquisition and hydra-

tion of the skin. As an integral part of the pilosebaceous unit,

the SG is attached to the HF. SGs produce and secrete sebum

and specific SG function depends on proper differentiation of

sebocytes followed by the process of holocrine secretion

(Zouboulis et al, 2008; Schneider and Paus, 2009). To date,

the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying morpho-

genesis and regeneration of the SG are barely understood.

Currently, two hypotheses are discussed how SGs are main-

tained on a cellular level: (1) renewal is independent of the

HF and residing unipotent progenitor cells located at the

periphery of the SG are committed to the sebaceous lineage

(Ghazizadeh and Taichman, 2001; Horsley et al, 2006; Jensen

et al, 2009) or (2) HF SCs are mobilised to renew the SG

(Panteleyev et al, 2000; Taylor et al, 2000; Morris et al, 2004;

Snippert et al, 2010). Indeed, SCs of the HF bulge region have

long been appreciated as an important reservoir for constant

renewal of the HF throughout adult life and the regeneration

of epidermal tissue after injuries (Cotsarelis et al, 1990; Ito

et al, 2005; Blanpain and Fuchs, 2009). HF SCs have been

purified based on the expression of the following marker

molecules: CD34/a6-integrin (Trempus et al, 2003; Blanpain

et al, 2004), Lgr5 (Jaks et al, 2008), Keratin 15 (K15) (Morris

et al, 2004) and label retention representing a slow cycling

keratinocyte population (Cotsarelis et al, 1990; Tumbar et al,

2004). Furthermore, bulge cells have been distinguished by

certain SC markers including Sox9, Lhx2, NFATc1 and Tcf3

(Figure 1A; Merrill et al, 2001; Vidal et al, 2005; Rhee et al,

2006; Horsley et al, 2008; Nowak et al, 2008).

Additionally, stem and progenitor cell populations residing

above the HF bulge have been identified (Figure 1A). One cell

population, which is recognised by the MTS24 antibody, is

located in the upper isthmus (UI) of the HF. It does not

express the HF bulge markers K15 and CD34, but is clono-

genic in vitro (Nijhof et al, 2006). The epitope for MTS24 has

recently been identified to correspond to Plet1, a glycosylpho-

sphatitylinositol-anchored glycoprotein that is also expressed

by more differentiated keratinocytes of hair lineages

(Depreter et al, 2008; Raymond et al, 2010). Another SC

population of the UI region expresses low levels of a6-integrin
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and lacks CD34 and Sca-1 expression (Jensen et al, 2008).

These SCs are multipotent but are distinguished by a gene

expression profile that is different from SCs of the HF bulge.

More recently, the upper region adjacent to the HF bulge has

been shown to be positive for Lgr6, a heterotrimeric guanine

nucleotide-binding protein-coupled receptor and close rela-

tive to the Lgr5 gene. Snippert et al (2010) report contribution

of multipotent Lgr6þ keratinocytes to the SG and IFE.

However, it is not known if the Lgr6 SC pool overlaps with

the compartment lacking CD34 and Sca-1 expression. In

addition, a population positive for the transmembrane pro-

tein Lrig1, a marker for SCs of the human IFE, constitutes a

multipotent SC compartment located in the junctional zone

(JZ) between UI and IFE adjacent to the SG. Interestingly,

Jensen et al (2009) suggested that these JZ SCs are bipotent,

replenishing the IFE and SG, but not the HF lineages. The

transcriptional repressor Blimp1 has been proposed to be

a marker of SG progenitor cells controlling SG homoeostasis

by regulating expression of c-myc (Horsley et al, 2006).

The recent discovery of these distinct and multipotent cell

populations of the pilosebaceous unit provokes the question

for their functional significance and if they function auto-

nomously under physiological conditions during tissue

homoeostasis.

One important signalling pathway controlling SC function

is the Wnt pathway. Canonical Wnt/b-catenin signalling is
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Figure 1 HF bulge-derived SCs reconstitute SGs. (A) Scheme of marker molecules identified for different stem and progenitor populations
within the murine pilosebaceous unit. (B–K) Epidermal whole mounts of A_K15CreERlow/R26R-reporter mice following Tam (B–E, G–J) or
vehicle administration (F, K) during telogen. Detection of YFP (B, C) and LacZ (D, E) in tail (B, D) or back skin (C, E) in the HF bulge 3 days
after Tam pulse. Chasing of YFPþ SC progeny in epidermal whole mounts at 3 (G), 5 (H, I) and 7 days (J) after Tam administration. No specific
YFP and LacZ signal in vehicle controls (F, K). Scale bars, 50 mm. B, bulge; D, SG duct; HG, hair germ; JZ, junctional zone; LTip, lower tip of the
SG; SG, sebaceous gland; UI, upper isthmus. (L) Total number of labelled cells in pilosebaceous units determined at 3 (blue bar, n¼ 255 HF), 8
(red bar, n¼ 254 HF), and 180 (green bar, n¼ 178 HF) days after Cre activation (n¼ 3 mice/time point). (M) Statistical analyses of lineage-
traced bulge progeny for frequency and location of LacZþ keratinocytes grouped into: Bulge only, SG ductþ SG only and Bulgeþ SG ductþ SG
(Complex) shown as average with s.d. (n¼ 3 mice/time point).
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crucial for SC maintenance, proliferation and directing cell

fate decisions in many different organs (Clevers, 2006; Wend

et al, 2010). In adult skin, transcription factors Tcf3 and Lef1

are important mediators of b-catenin signalling governing

bulge SC activation for hair renewal and HF differentiation

(Niemann, 2006; Haegebarth and Clevers, 2009). In contrast,

inhibition of TCF/Lef1 activity seems to be an important

prerequisite enabling progenitor cells to promote SG differ-

entiation (Niemann et al, 2002; Han et al, 2006). However,

it is not known where determination of cell fate actually

occurs within the tissue and if regulation of TCF/Lef1

activity within the bulge SCs is sufficient to control cell fate

commitment.

Our study addresses important new aspects of SC

function in a dynamic and complex epithelial tissue. Here,

we investigate if HF bulge SCs are able to give rise to other

stem and progenitor cell compartments of the pilosebaceous

unit. We ask whether HF bulge cells are able to respond to

various distinct molecular signals by renewing different

cellular compartments within the tissue. Additionally, we

analyse the molecular mechanisms underlying the process

of tissue regeneration by SCs and perform live cell imaging

of bulge SCs to study the cellular mechanisms of tissue

renewal more precisely. Furthermore, the molecular function

of TCF/Lef1 signalling in epidermal regeneration by SCs

of the HF bulge was investigated in detail. Finally, the

bulge SC compartment was manipulated in vivo by interfer-

ing with TCF/Lef1 signalling activity to demonstrate that cell

fate determination already proceeds within SCs and their

direct progeny.

Results

HF bulge cells contribute to SG renewal during skin

homoeostasis

To understand the relation between HF bulge SCs and other

progenitor and committed cell populations, we genetically

labelled bulge cells during telogen and analysed the distri-

bution of progeny during skin homoeostasis. We generated

K15CreER(G)T2 transgenic mouse lines with epithelial

expression of the Tam (tamoxifen) inducible CreER(G)T2

(Indra et al, 1999) under control of the K15 regulatory

promoter sequence (Liu et al, 2003; Morris et al, 2004;

Ito et al, 2005). K15CreER(G)T2 mouse lines were crossed

with R26RYFP and R26RLacZ Cre-reporter mice (Soriano,

1999; Srinivas et al, 2001). Tam administration results in

YFP or b-galactosidase expression in HF bulge cells and all

descending cell lineages, respectively. To screen large areas of

the skin in a three-dimensional manner, epidermal whole

mounts of mouse tail and back skin were analysed for YFP/

LacZþ cells (Braun et al, 2003). Consistent with previous

reports (Lyle et al, 1999; Liu et al, 2003), we identified a

population of LacZþ cells that constitutes almost the entire

HF bulge region in one founder line strongly expressing the

transgene (C_K15CreERhigh) (Supplementary Figure S1A and

B; Morris et al, 2004; Youssef et al, 2010). A different founder

line (A_K15CreERlow) exhibited low expression levels of the

transgene and individual cells could be targeted by Tam

administration (Figure 1B–E; Supplementary Figure S1D).

Importantly, a negligible number of YFPþ cells were seen

within the IFE at 3 days following Cre activation (Supple-

mentary Figure S1E). The bulge-specific pattern of Cre

activation in both lines was confirmed by immunostaining

for nuclear localisation of active Cre enzyme (Supplementary

Figure S1B and C). In contrast, control mice treated with oil

vehicle alone did not show nuclear localisation of Cre protein

and were negative for YFP or LacZ (Figure 1F and K;

Supplementary Figures S1A, B and D and S2J and K).

Subsequently, the low expressing Cre line (A_K15CreERlow)

was utilised as a powerful tool to map the fate of individual

bulge SCs. Whole mounts of adult tail epidermis were ana-

lysed at different time points after Cre activation in synchro-

nous telogen hair cycle phase. Over 50% of HFs were labelled

and individual YFPþ cells were detected specifically in the

HF bulge within 2–3 days following Tam administration

(Figure 1B and G). In contrast, 5 days after Cre activation

labelled cells also appeared in the UI and the SG duct

(Figure 1H). At day 5 following Cre activation, bulge progeny

were also found at the lower tip of the SG (Figure 1I) and after

a chasing time of 7 days almost the entire SG comprised

YFPþ bulge progeny (Figure 1J). Similar results were ob-

tained with a LacZ-reporter line (Supplementary Figure S1D).

Individual bulge cells were targeted by Cre recombinase also in

back skin and labelling frequency was lower in follicles

within back skin when compared with those in tail epidermis

(Figure 1B–E). This revealed that labelling bulge cells in

A_K15CreERlow mice is not restricted to a specific skin region.

Importantly, bulge progeny were also found to repopulate

SGs in back skin, indicating that renewal of the SG by HF

bulge SCs constitutes a more general mechanism.

Statistical analyses of tracing experiments were performed

to quantify the distribution and frequency of labelled cells

during telogen. Counting the total number of labelled cells

within the pilosebaceous unit revealed an overall increase

from 1.7 positive cells seen at day 3 to 4.5 labelled cells at day

8 following Cre activation (Figure 1L). At 3 days of tracing,

the majority of LacZþ HF (88.5%) was identified with a

‘bulge only’ distribution (Figure 1M). Eight days after Tam

administration, a decrease in HFs exhibiting LacZþ kerati-

nocytes within the ‘bulge only’ occurs in conjunction with a

strong increase in number of pilosebaceous units possessing

a more complex pattern with LacZþ cells in the bulge, SG

duct and SG (40%). The region of the SG duct was defined to

the junction between SG and JZ of the HF. Concomitantly, an

elevated number of labelled bulge progeny was observed in

the SG and SG duct (Figure 1J and M). These data clearly

indicate that the HF bulge contains a population of multi-

potent SCs contributing to the renewal of the SG during skin

homoeostasis. Furthermore, the results also show that many

LacZþ cells remain in the HF bulge to replenish the SC pool

or to become activated at a later time point.

Three-dimensional reconstructions of whole mounts were

performed to visualise size and expansion of labelled cell

clones in A_K15CreERlow/R26RYFP mice in more detail

(Clayton et al, 2007; Doupé et al, 2010). Interestingly, labelled

SC derivates transit the UI and JZ (Figure 2A–D) indicating

cell migration. A contiguous trail of YFPþ cells from the HF

bulge towards the SG was not seen during the resting phase

of the hair cycle. Eventually, labelled bulge progeny repopu-

late the SG to replenish the tissue (Figure 2E–G). To examine

the expansion of labelled cells more precisely, the number of

labelled cells (clone size) within different compartments was

determined at 3, 8 and 180 days of tracing. There is an

increase in the number of positive cells within the bulge
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(Figure 2H), SG (Figure 2I), JZ (Supplementary Figure S5E)

and SG duct (Supplementary Figure S5F) at 8 days following

Cre activation compared with the 3-day time point.

To test for recombination events in isthmus progenitor

cells of induced A_K15CreERlow/R26RYFP mice resulting in

a delayed expression of YFP, we sorted a6-integrinþ primary
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keratinocytes expressing either CD34 (bulge) or Plet1/MTS24

(isthmus) (Supplementary Figure S2A–H). These different

cell populations were investigated for DNA recombination

events within the Rosa26 locus by PCR. As demonstrated

in Supplementary Figure S2I, excision of the stop cassette

upstream of YFP takes only place in CD34þ bulge cells, but

not in isthmus progenitor cells at day 2 following Cre activa-

tion. In contrast, DNA recombination is detected in bulge

cells and isthmus progenitors 6 days following activation of

Cre enzyme (Supplementary Figure S2I). These data reveal

that the A_K15CreERlow mice do not primarily target isthmus

progenitor cells. Taken together, we conclude that the SG is

defined by a high cellular turnover and that individual YFPþ
cells of the HF bulge are multipotent and competent to

sustain SG renewal during skin homoeostasis.

SG renewal by multipotent HF bulge cells is continuous

and occurs independent of HF regeneration

HF regeneration requires a cyclic activation, mobilisation of

bulge SCs and migration of their progeny towards the newly

forming hair germ at the tip of the HF bulb (Muller-Rover

et al, 2001; Cotsarelis, 2006). Once outside the niche, HF

bulge-derived cells are destined to a fate of rapid proliferation

and differentiation during anagen phase of the hair cycle.

Anagen is followed by regression in catagen and telogen.

With the transition from telogen to anagen, the HF enters a

new cycle, a process being recapitulated throughout adult life

(Muller-Rover et al, 2001; Greco et al, 2009; Zhang et al,

2009).

To address the question if the process of SG renewal by HF

bulge cells is connected to distinct phases of cyclic HF

regeneration (Supplementary Figure S3A), A_K15CreERlow/

R26RYFP mice were treated with Tam during distinct stages

of the synchronised hair cycle. As expected, administration

of Tam during telogen to anagen transition resulted in

YFP-labelled cells participating in HF regeneration (Supple-

mentary Figure S3B–D). YFPþ bulge progeny were detected

in all different hair lineages, including the ORS, layers of the

inner root sheath, the hair shaft and the hair germ

(Supplementary Figure S4A–D). Importantly, bulge progeny

could also be localised in the SG 3 and 6 days following Cre

activation (Supplementary Figure S3C and D). This indicates

that activation of HF SCs that drive renewal of the SG

proceeds concomitantly with the stimulation of bulge

progeny for HF regeneration. Interestingly, lineage tracing

experiments during telogen to anagen transition revealed that

the overall size of individual labelled clones of keratinocytes

within the SG is increased (Supplementary Figure S4J)

compared with the clone size measured during telogen

(Figure 2I). This indicates that activation and mobilisation

of bulge SC for HF renewal also leads to an increase in SG

renewal by bulge cells. These findings were supported by

three-dimensional reconstructions of whole mounts display-

ing a trail of YFPþ cells expanding from the bulge towards

the JZ, SG and HF (Supplementary Figure S4E–G).

SC progeny participated in SG regeneration after going

through yet another hair cycle (Supplementary Figures

S3E–G and S4H and I). Finally, we activated Cre recombinase

at the beginning of anagen when mobilisation of bulge cells

for HF growth is completed (Supplementary Figure S3H).

Bulge progeny could easily be detected at the periphery

and the lower tip of the SG by days 3 to 5 of tracing

(Supplementary Figure S3I and J) and subsequently, within

the SG after 5 to 7 days of tracing (Supplementary Figure S3K).

Taken together, these experiments reveal that SGs are renewed

by HF bulge cells at different phases of the hair cycle. Clearly,

SCs of the HF bulge are competent to contribute to both HF and

SG renewal during tissue homoeostasis.

Replenishment of the bulge SC compartment and SG

renewal in long-term studies

Long-term tracing studies were performed to investigate if the

labelled HF bulge cells have the potential to regenerate

different lineages of the pilosebaceous unit even after

6 months of tracing (Figure 2J). Interestingly, the HF bulge

contained an elevated number of LacZþ keratinocytes com-

pared with initial labelling and tracing events (days 3 and 8;

Figure 2H and L–N). Additionally, the size of labelled bulge

clones was increased at 180 days after Tam treatment when

compared with the earlier tracing time points (days 3 and 8;

Figure 2H). This demonstrates that in addition to their

activation for tissue regeneration, labelled bulge cells are

able to replenish the HF SC pool over longer time periods.

It also suggests that bulge SCs are propagated in adult skin

and a symmetric cell fate decision takes place generating two

multipotent daughter cells. Furthermore, our data demon-

strate that no exhaustion of the labelled bulge cells takes

place. Importantly, no LacZþ keratinocytes were observed

after 6 months of tracing in control litter mates treated with

oil, thereby excluding unspecific activation of Cre enzyme in

aging skin (Figure 2P). Many SGs still contained labelled

cells, indicating that HF bulge progeny were able to regener-

ate SGs even after 6 months of tracing (Figure 2K–O). In

addition, an increase in the number of labelled cells was

detected within the bulge, the SG (Figure 2H and I) and the

SG duct (Supplementary Figure S5F) in long-term tracing

experiments when compared with earlier time points of

analysis. In contrast, no changes in the number of labelled

cells were seen within the JZ (Supplementary Figure S5E) and

in the total number of LacZþ SGs at these late stages of the

experiment when compared with day 8 after Cre activation

(Figures 1L and M and 2K). These results prove that multi-

potent HF SCs are an important source for constant renewal

of SGs over a long time period.

Aberrant Lef1 signalling promotes ectopic SG formation

originating in HF bulge cells

In mammalian skin, canonical Wnt/b-catenin signalling has

strongly been associated with cell fate determination by stem

and progenitor cells (Blanpain and Fuchs, 2006; Niemann,

2006). Particularly, an active b-catenin/Lef1 transcriptional

complex is required for HF morphogenesis and hair differ-

entiation. Conversely, disturbed Lef1 signalling results in

alteration of the differentiation programme in keratinocytes

promoting sebocyte differentiation (Merrill et al, 2001;

Niemann et al, 2002). To date, it is not known whether the

development of these ectopic SGs originates from HF SCs or

more specified and lineage committed keratinocytes. To ad-

dress this issue, A_K15CreERlow/R26RYFP mice were crossed

with K14DNLef1 transgenic mice expressing a dominant

negative Lef1 transcription factor under control of the keratin

14 promoter (Niemann et al, 2002). Cre was activated during

telogen and the fate of labelled bulge cells was monitored.

Notably, CD34, K15 and a6-integrin showed an abnormal
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expression pattern in whole mounts of K14DNLef1 mice,

indicating that the bulge region is changed morphologically

(Figures 3A and B and 6A).

At 3 days following Tam treatment, clusters of YFPþ
keratinocytes localised to the bulge area of the deformed

HFs (Figure 3D), demonstrating that the K15 promoter is still

active in the deformed HF bulge of K14DNLef1 mice. In

contrast, by day 7 of tracing, SC progeny have largely con-

tributed to the deformed HF structures (Figure 3E). The

dramatic increase in labelled cells is consistent with our

previous finding that DNLef1 is promoting cell growth in

mammalian skin (Figure 3C; Niemann et al, 2002; Niemann

et al, 2007). Clusters of YFPþ cells were frequently detected

within enlarged SGs and at sites of de novo formed SGs

coexpressing the sebocyte marker SCD1 (Figure 3E and F;

Supplementary Figure S6L). Tracing of HF bulge-derived

progeny in K14DNLef1 mice over a time period of up to 36

days revealed two different patterns of labelled cells. YFPþ

keratinocytes were detected in small aggregates confined to

the deformed HF bulge, indicating that labelled bulge cells are

able to replenish the HF SC niche during long time studies in

K14DNLef1 mice (Figure 3G). However, in most cases, HF

bulge progeny could be observed as large cell clusters along

the deformed pilosebaceous units, demonstrating a continu-

ous contribution of HF bulge cells to ectopic SGs (Figure 3H).

In contrast, no YFPþ keratinocytes were detected in litter

mates treated with vehicle as a control (Figure 3I). These

results clearly demonstrate that HF SCs not only regenerate

SGs during skin homoeostasis but also participate in de novo

formation of ectopic SGs in K14DNLef1 transgenic mice.

HF bulge progeny transit through distinct stem and

progenitor cell compartments

Several multipotent and unipotent progenitor populations

residing above the HF bulge have been identified recently

(Figure 1A; Nijhof et al, 2006; Horsley et al, 2006; Jensen

et al, 2008, 2009; Snippert et al, 2010). Since we found

labelled HF bulge progeny migrating into this area, we

asked about the relationship between the HF bulge and the

diverse progenitor pools. We thus analysed YFPþ keratino-

cytes for the expression of stem and progenitor cell markers

in the process of SG renewal. As expected, initially labelled

keratinocytes were strongly positive for bulge markers

including K15, CD34 and Tenascin C at 3 days after Tam

administration (Figure 4A–C). In addition, label retaining

cells (LRC) of the HF bulge were also YFPþ, demonstrating

that Cre activity was also confined to the slow cycling SC

compartment of the HF (Figure 4D). Changes in the expres-

sion pattern of stem and progenitor cell markers were ob-

served after 5 days of tracing. YFPþ cells were seen within

the Plet1/MTS24 compartment at the UI (Figure 4G;

Supplementary Figure S5B). In addition, labelled keratino-

cytes at the periphery of the SG were also positive for Lrig1

(Figure 4H–J; Supplementary Figure S5A). Notably, with

increasing tracing time, YFPþ cells are found within the

SG and are positive for SCD1, a marker for mature sebocytes

(Figure 4K; Supplementary Figure S5C).

Interestingly, some symmetrically grouped LRCs and their

descendants are also YFPþ. Consistent with our results,

proliferating progeny of LRCs are found above the bulge

region, indicating that HF SC progeny are indeed expanding

to replenish the SG (Figure 4F; Braun et al, 2003; Nijhof et al,

2006; Zhang et al, 2010).

In order to quantify alterations in marker expression of

YFP-labelled SC progeny, FACS analysis of YFPþ primary

keratinocytes was performed. As expected, there was an

overall increase of YFP/a6-integrin expressing cells by

2.9-fold when comparing keratinocytes at 5 and 2 days after

Tam administration. Furthermore, a slight increase in YFPþ
cells within the a6-integrinþ /CD34þ bulge compartment

was observed. However, the strongest elevation in number of

YFP-expressing keratinocytes was seen within the a6-integrin

þ /Lrig1 (2.5-fold) and Plet1/MTS24 (2.3-fold) cell pool

(Figure 4L).

To analyse genetically labelled cells for expression of

lineage markers, primary keratinocytes double positive for

a6-integrin and YFP were isolated after 2 and 6 days follow-

ing Cre activation and compared with a6-integrinhigh/CD34þ
or MTS24þ cells by qRT–PCR (Figure 4M; Supplementary

Figure S2A–H). Expression of the sebocyte progenitor marker
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Blimp1 as well as expression of Lrig1 and Lgr6 was increased

in Plet1/MTS24 and YFPþ keratinocytes at 6 days following

Tam administration when compared with a6-integrinhigh/

CD34þ and YFPþ HF bulge cells 2 days after Cre activation

(Figure 4M). This demonstrates that YFP-labelled bulge

progeny indeed transit through compartments characterised

by Lgr6, Lrig1 and Blimp1 expression (Figure 4N).

Proliferation and migration of bulge SC

To directly track bulge SCs and study early steps of HF SC

contribution for regeneration of the SG in more detail, a novel

live cell imaging technique was developed. This involved

isolation and ex vivo cultivation of epidermal whole mounts

following Cre activation in vivo (Lu et al, 2007). As expected,

the majority of labelled HF bulge cells analysed were quies-

cent. Intriguingly, time-lapse experiments of individual

YFPþ keratinocytes revealed that following SC division

within the HF bulge one daughter cell moved directed

towards the UI, whereas the second daughter cell remained

within the bulge (Figure 5A and B). Cell division and

dynamic movement towards the lower tip of the SG was

also seen analysing YFP-labelled bulge progeny at the inner

periphery of the SG (Supplementary Figure S5D). These data

demonstrate that the process of SG renewal by HF bulge cells

often involves cell division of SCs within the bulge followed

by migration of one SC daughter out of the niche.

To analyse proliferation of bulge SCs in more detail, we

have investigated EdU labelling of S-phase cells in telogen

HFs. YFPþ and EdUþ two-cell clusters and, importantly,

YFP/EdU double-positive cells could be localised to the

bulge, the JZ and the SG (Figure 5C and G–I). Monitoring

the process of SG renewal revealed that the inner periphery

and the lower tip of the SG are repopulated before the entire

SG is colonised by YFPþ cells. Labelled cells within the SG

were grouped according to their localisation at the lower tip

(Ltip), on the top of the SG (top), the inner periphery (P) and

central part (C) of the gland (Figure 5J and K). An increase in

the number of positive cells (clone size) is detected within

these different cell populations localised within the SG at

later tracing time points. Interestingly, at the lower tip of the

gland, clonal expansion is evident at day 8 following Cre

activation and the size of clones are larger when compared

with clones at the periphery, central part or top region of the

SG. The results also suggest that the SG is repopulated by

labelled HF bulge progeny at the inner periphery of the gland

before cell clones expand at the lower tip of the gland

(Figure 5K).

Development of ectopic SGs is coupled to de novo

progenitor niche formation

To investigate the process of ectopic SG formation in more

detail, expression of Plet1/MTS24 antigen and Lrig1 was

analysed in whole mounts of K14DNLef1 mice. Lrig1 was

strongly expressed in the JZ above the bulge of the HF and at

the upper periphery of the SG. Additionally, Lrig1 was also

localised below the bulge of the deformed HF at the periphery

of newly formed SGs (Figure 6B) next to and overlapping

with YFPþ cells (Supplementary Figure S6A and B). The

pattern of Plet1/MTS24 immunostaining was also altered. In

addition to its expression at the UI and close to the periphery

of the SG, Plet1/MTS24 was also defined to the periphery and

ducts of branching de novo SGs (Figure 6C; Supplementary

Figure S6C and D). Therefore, our data imply that induction

of de novo SGs by over-expressing DNLef1 in mouse

skin requires the establishment of SG progenitor niches

(Figure 6D).

To further investigate the localisation of labelled bulge

cells within K14DNLef1 mice, FACS experiments were per-

formed. No significant change of the YFPþ cell pool within

the CD34þ bulge cells was seen when comparing samples

from day 5 with day 2 after Cre activation (Supplementary

Figure S6G and I). In contrast, an increase in labelled

keratinocytes was detected within the cell compartment

immunolabelled with MTS24 at 5 days of tracing (Supple-

mentary Figure S6H and J). This result provides further proof

for our observation that bulge progeny contribute to the

formation of ectopic SG and the new progenitor compart-

ments in K14DNLef1 mice. As expected, an overall increase

within the number of YFP-labelled keratinocytes was mon-

itored in K14DNLef1 mice (Supplementary Figure S6K).

In order to understand the molecular mechanism of

ectopic SG formation in K14DNLef1 transgenic mice in more

detail, qRT–PCRs on whole skin samples were conducted to

compare an early (3 weeks; Supplementary Figure S6A and

C) and late (3 months; Supplementary Figure S6B and D)

time point of de novo SG development (Figure 6E and F). In a

first set of experiments, expression levels of bulge markers

were investigated. During early stages of ectopic SG forma-

tion, expression of some bulge markers including K15,

NFATc1 and Sox9 was transiently increased when compared

with wild-type skin samples. This could reflect the stage

of activation and mobilisation of bulge SCs required for

the formation of ectopic SGs. However, in older animals

when ectopic glands are fully established, expression of

bulge markers, for example K15, NFATc1, Sox9, LHX2, Tcf3,

Tenascin C is significantly lower in transgenic mice compared

with wild-type littermates (Figure 6E). Expression of K15 is

reduced by 460% in K14DNLef1 mice and this observation

was supported by immunofluorescence staining in which less

K15 was detected when compared with controls (Figure 6A).

Nevertheless, many YFPþ cells were detected in the bulge

region of deformed HFs in skin samples from transgenic mice,

indicating remaining activity of the K15 promoter fragment

driving Cre enzyme expression in a subpopulation of bulge

cells. Interestingly, a transient increase in expression of

marker molecules associated with SG lineage fate was seen

at early stages of ectopic SG formation (Figure 6F). Blimp1

and K6a (Gu and Coulombe, 2008) are upregulated through-

out the process of ectopic SG formation, whereas expression

of the lipid modifying enzyme Elovl3 (Westerberg et al, 2004)

is strongly elevated when the early steps of de novo SG

formation are completed (Figure 6F). Previously, a recapitu-

lation of the HF differentiation programme was seen in

mouse models investigating the development of ectopic HFs

(Lo Celso et al, 2004; Silva-Vargas et al, 2005). Therefore, our

data suggest that the process of ectopic SG formation reapp-

lies similar basic molecular signals that are essential for SG

morphogenesis (Figure 6D).

Manipulating TCF/Lef1 signalling in the HF bulge results

in abnormal SG formation

Our data clearly demonstrate that the HF bulge constitutes an

important cellular reservoir for regeneration of SG tissue and

formation of ectopic SGs. To investigate the function of HF
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SCs during SG homoeostasis in more detail, the HF bulge

compartment was specifically manipulated. Therefore, a

transgenic mouse model over-expressing DNLef1 under con-

trol of the K15 promoter was generated. Three founder lines

were established, which all exhibited low copy number of the

transgene (1–8 copies). Mutant Lef1 protein was detected in

individual cells within the HF bulge in K15DNLef1 mice but

not in control littermates (Figure 7E). Whole mounts of adult

transgenic mice exhibit a highly abnormal morphology of

HFs and SGs. In particular, deformed HFs feature multiplica-

tion and enlargement of SGs (Figure 7B, D, E, G and H).

Immunostaining for SCD1 further substantiated this observa-

tion of the dramatic increase in number of sebaceous lobules

and sebocyte differentiation in K15DNLef1 mice (Figure 7A

and B). Interestingly, Lrig1 was not only detected at the JZ

and inner periphery of SGs as seen in control mice but also at

the base of newly formed glands, resulting in an enlargement

of the Lrig1 compartment (Figure 7C and D). The expression

of marker molecules was analysed by qRT–PCR. These

experiments demonstrate a general increase in sebaceous

lineage marker molecules such as Lrig1, Lgr6, K6a and Gli2

in K15DNLef1 mouse epidermis. In contrast, expression of HF

SC markers was not altered (Figure 7I). Surprisingly, bulge

markers CD34 and K15 were not only detected within the HF

bulge but also seen at SG ducts of duplicating SGs close to the

JZ of the HF in transgenic mice, suggesting a more general

function of mutant Lef1 for the regulation of HF morphology

(Figure 7G and H). Thus, expression of DNLef1 within the HF

SC compartment stimulated commitment of bulge progeny

to sebocyte cell fate. These data further underline a crucial

role of b-catenin/Lef1 signalling for directing lineage fate

decisions within the mammalian epidermis.

Discussion

The mammalian epidermis is highly compartmentalised and

recent data suggest that tissue homoeostasis is maintained

by multiple classes of stem and progenitor cells (Yan and

Owens, 2008). Among those, the HF bulge comprises the

best-characterised SC compartment and previous studies

provided compelling evidence that bulge SCs significantly

contribute to HF regeneration and replenishment of the IFE

after wounding in adult life (Ito et al, 2005, 2007; Cotsarelis,

2006). The genetic lineage tracing experiments presented
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here demonstrate that progeny of adult HF SCs can give rise

to different stem and progenitor populations of the pilosebac-

eous unit in mammalian skin. Thus, our data show that

different stem and progenitor cell pools do not function

autonomously in tissue renewal and homoeostasis but rather

coexist in close interrelationship within a highly dynamic

tissue.

In the process of SG renewal, SCs of the HF bulge generate

progeny, which are competent to move upwards to replenish

the SG and potentially the infundibulum of HFs. Our findings

suggest the existence of two main cell fate determination

centres within the pilosebaceous unit of mammalian skin

(Figure 7J). The HF bulge constitutes one important region

harbouring SCs competent to respond to at least three distinct

signals to either renew the HF, the SG or to replenish the SC

compartment. A second cell fate determination centre is

localised at the JZ where SCs are instructed either to partici-

pate in SG renewal or to contribute to the cell pool of

the infundibulum. Interference with functional TCF/Lef1

signalling results in additional fate determination centres

(K14DNLef1 mice) or leads to expansion of existing sites

for cell fate specification (K15DNLef1 mice) (Figure 7J).

Importantly, our data do not rule out the possibility that

non-bulge stem and progenitor cells might transit through

other SC compartments, for example the HF bulge. Given the

tremendous plasticity of basal keratinocytes in mammalian

epidermis, this could be an underlying mechanism of tissue

maintenance, especially following disturbances of epidermal

homoeostasis.

The heterogeneity observed within the HF SC compart-

ments highlights the importance of signals from the local

environment for lineage commitment and differentiation

within the tissue (Blanpain et al, 2004; Li and Clevers,

2010; Hsu et al, 2011). Our data reveal that one important

prerequisite for establishing Lrig1 and Plet1/MTS24 positive

cell populations is repression of b-catenin/Lef1 signalling

activity. This is substantiated by our experiments analysing

K14DNLef1 and K15DNLef1 transgenic mice. In these mouse

models, expression of dominant negative Lef1 results in

de novo formation of SGs and enlargement of existing glands.
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Interestingly, the formation of ectopic SGs is accompanied by

the development of MTS24/Plet1 and Lrig1 positive stem and

progenitor cell niches (Figure 6D). This is in line with the

findings made by other laboratories that Plet1 as well as

Lrig1-expressing cells constitute crucial compartments en-

abling or even promoting sebocyte differentiation (Nijhof

et al, 2006; Jensen et al, 2009).

Our results suggest that inhibition of TCF/Lef1 activity is

also required to allow SG morphogenesis during early post-

natal development of mouse epidermis. Presumably, b-cate-

nin/TCF/Lef1 signalling is also blocked in the developing

bulge area. Thus, the data point to a tight spatial and

temporal control of TCF/Lef1 signalling activity within the

pilosebaceous unit during morphogenesis. Our findings also

disclose the importance of repression of TCF/Lef1 activity

within the diverse stem and progenitor compartments located

above the bulge to support SG lineage commitment.

Our lineage tracing experiments identified HF SCs as an

important cellular source for ectopic SG formation and SG

renewal during skin homoeostasis. However, bulge SCs are

not the only source for SG renewal since other epidermal SCs,

for example Lgr6þ isthmus cells have also been shown to

repopulate the SGs (Snippert et al, 2010). Importantly, SG

renewal by bulge SCs occurs during different phases of the

hair cycle and is independent of HF regeneration. In contrast

to the cyclic process of HF replacement, SG renewal occurs

continuously. Therefore, distinct molecular mechanisms

must exist to regulate activation of bulge SCs for cyclical

HF regeneration and continuous SG renewal as well as

replenishment of the SC pool as demonstrated in long-term

studies. It is intriguing to speculate that different signals

regulate SC mobilisation for either HF or SG/infundibulum

renewal. In fact, the cellular mechanisms underlying HF and

SG renewal are distinct. Subsequent to SC division within the

HF bulge, SC progeny migrate towards the JZ and propaga-

tion of cells occurs mainly within the SG. In contrast, con-

tiguous cell clones expanding from the HF bulge to the hair

bulb are observed during anagen of hair regeneration (Zhang

et al, 2010). While HF regeneration requires generation of

large numbers of cells to establish a new hair, no expansion

of the cell pool is required unless bulge progeny reach the

area of the SG.

Our findings indicate that blocking TCF/Lef1 signalling

activity promotes mobilisation of SCs for constant renewal

of the SG and infundibulum of the HF. Previously, it has been

suggested recently that intrinsic factors governing stemness

might be different within the heterogeneous pool of bulge SCs

(Hsu et al, 2011). This supports the idea that a subgroup of

bulge SCs is preferentially targeted for mobilisation and

SG renewal. An important future challenge for therapeutic

purposes of tissue regeneration will be to identify the under-

lying signals and to unravel how SCs decipher and respond to

these cues.

We provide novel insights into the cellular mechanism and

temporal control of SG renewal during skin homoeostasis. In

mouse tail skin, the SG is regenerated within 7 days by HF

SCs during skin homoeostasis, indicating a high cellular

turnover in the SG. From in vivo lineage tracing studies and

live cell imaging of explant cultures of epidermal whole

mounts we learned that the basal cell compartment located

between the SG duct and lower tip of the SG is the first region

populated by SC progeny (Figure 5K). This implies that

keratinocytes at the lower tip of the SG are especially respon-

sive to local signals promoting propagation and differentia-

tion of basal cells. Alternatively, local signals at the lower tip

of the gland might stimulate proliferation. Subsequently,

residual undifferentiated basal keratinocytes and mature

sebocytes are renewed by SC derivatives. Frequently, only

one of the two SGs is regenerated after activation of indivi-

dual HF SCs. This indicates that renewal of both SGs of

tail skin requires activation of more than a single HF SC.

Another possible explanation is that both SGs attached

to one HF are not renewed simultaneously. This suggests

that signals emanating from the JZ or the periphery of the

SG instruct SC progeny to specifically renew one of the two

glands.

To date, the cellular und molecular mechanisms of SG

formation and regeneration are poorly understood.

Previously, it has been shown that during morphogenesis of

the pilosebaceous unit in embryonic mouse epidermis, HF

SCs participate in the development of SGs. Genetic marking

experiments using Sox9-Cre/R26R mice demonstrated active

contribution of keratinocytes positive for the early HF SC

marker Sox9 to the establishment of the SG lineage (Nowak

et al, 2008). Interestingly, the molecular analysis of early

stages of ectopic SG formation in K14DNLef1 mice revealed a

transient increase in expression of bulge markers, including

K15, NFATc1 and Sox9. These data imply that the formation

of ectopic SGs requires activation and mobilisation of bulge

SCs. It also suggests that the development of de novo SGs

recapitulates stages of normal SG morphogenesis. Previously,

it has been shown that for ectopic HF formation, similar

molecular and cellular mechanisms are reapplied as seen

during HF morphogenesis (Lo Celso et al, 2004; Silva-Vargas

et al, 2005; Youssef et al, 2010).

The data presented here clearly demonstrate that HF SCs

constitute an important source for de novo formation and

continuous renewal of SGs in adult skin. Important questions

for the future are the following: what are the molecular

signals provided by the microenvironment regulating the

diverse repertoire of SC responses and how are the different

stem and progenitor cell compartments established and

maintained within the tissue. Finally, it has been shown

recently that bulge SCs are an important cellular source for

skin cancer (Malanchi et al, 2008; Lapouge et al, 2011; Wang

et al, 2011; White et al, 2011). Given the heterogeneity within

the HF SC compartment, one of the key questions is if a

subpopulation of the bulge is preferentially targeted for

cancer initiation.

Materials and methods

Experimental mice
K15CreER(G)T2 was generated by inserting a 5-kb K15 promoter
fragment (Liu et al, 2003) that was amplified and inserted using SalI
restriction sites into the pK14CreER(G)T2 expression cassette after
removal of the K14 regulatory sequence (Indra et al, 1999).

The K15DNLef1 DNA construct was assembled by removing
the CreER(G)T2 sequence and inserting a myc-tagged DNLef1
DNA fragment (Niemann et al, 2002) into EcoR1 sites of the
K15CreER(G)T2 plasmid. Both constructs, K15CreER(G)T2 and
K15DNLef1, were sequenced and NotI digestion was performed to
linearise for microinjection. Injection resulted in the generation of
eight transgenic K15CreER(G)T2 founder lines that were success-
fully identified applying convential PCR (K15for 50-AGGTGTGC
GGGCAGCTGTGTTTGT-30; b-globrev 50-GGACATCTTCCCATTCTAA
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ACAACACCCTG-30). Three low expressing K15DNLef1 founder lines
were successfully established as detected by PCR (Lef1for 50-TGTCC
CTTGTATCACCATGGACC-30 and Lef1rev 50-CCAAAGATGACTTG
ATGTCGGCT-30 and K15for, b-globrev) and Southern blot.

K14DNLef1, R26RLacZ and R26RYFP Cre-reporter mice have
been characterised previously (Soriano, 1999; Srinivas et al, 2001;
Niemann et al, 2002). Cre recombinase was induced in K15CreER/
R26RLacZ/YFP mice by injecting a single dose of 4 mg Tam (Sigma-
Aldrich, Germany) intraperitoneally. In alternative experiments,
2.5 mg/day Tam was administered on 3 consecutive days. Specific
LacZ/YFP and nuclear Cre staining pattern in the bulge region of the
HF was detected in three founder lines of which two were used for
all subsequent studies presented in this paper (A_K15CreERlow and
C_K15CreERhigh). Littermates of the same sex and genotype were
used for administration of Tam or oil in control experiments.

To generate LRCs (Bickenbach et al, 1986; Bickenbach and
Chism, 1998), mice (Pd10) were injected with 50 mg/kg bodyweight
5-bromo-20-deoxyuridine (BrdU; Sigma-Aldrich) every 12 h for a
total of four intraperitoneal injections as described previously
(Braun et al, 2003). Mice were analysed for LRCs 6–8 weeks after
injection. For analysis of cell proliferation, A_K15CreERlow/
R26RYFP mice received up to eight doses EdU (0.3 mg/150ml)
following Tam treatment. EdU incorporation was assayed using EdU
Click-it according to the manufacture’s instructions (Invitrogen,
Germany).

Experimental procedures were performed according to the
institutional guidelines and animal licence given by the State Office
North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany.

Antibodies
The following antibodies were used applying previously described
protocols (Braun et al, 2003): K15 (Neomarkers LHK15 1:1000;
Progen 1:1500), GFP (Abcam 1:2000; Molecular Probes 1:2500),
K14 (Covance 1:6000); Cre (Covance 1:750), BrdU (OBT 1:500),
CD34 (eBioscience clone RAM34 1:50), SCD1 (Santa Cruz S15 1:75),
a6-integrin (BD Pharmingen CD49f 1:3000), Plet1/MTS24 (1:100,
provided by R Boyd; Gill et al, 2002 and A Sonnenberg; Raymond
et al, 2010), Lrig1 (R&D Systems 1:150), Lef1 (Cell Signaling 1:100),
Tenascin C (1:1000 Chemicon). All secondary antibodies coupled to
Alexa-488, Alexa-594, Cy5 or Cy3 were obtained from Molecular
Probes.

Immunofluorescent analysis and b-galactosidase staining of
epidermal whole mounts
Epidermal whole mounts of tail and back skin were isolated as
described previously (Braun et al, 2003). Epidermal sheets isolated
from both, tail and back skin, were fixed in 3.4% formaldehyde or
0.2% glutaraldehyde/2% formaldehyde for 2 h at RT. b-Galactosi-
dase staining was conducted as described earlier (Liu et al, 2003).
Samples were counterstained with haematoxylin and analysed by
light microscopy (Leica DM 4000B). Immunofluorescent labelling of
epidermal whole mounts was performed as described previously
(Braun et al, 2003) and epidermal sheets were evaluated and
visualised by confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM711).

Ex vivo live cell imaging of epidermal whole mounts
Epidermal whole mounts were isolated from A_K15CreERlow/
R26RYFP following a single injection of Tam (5 mg/0.2 ml sunflower
oil) and preparation was done as previously described (Braun et al,
2003). For live cell imaging of YFP-labelled vital bulge cells
(n¼ 40), tissue samples were cultivated at 321C and 5% CO2 and
the Perkin-Elmer Ultra view vox confocal imaging system in
conjunction with a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope and a Nikon Plan
Fluor � 20/0.75 objective was used. Scans are presented as
z-projections. Pictures were taken every 30 min over the course of
up to 22 h with a Hamatsu C9100-50 camera (1000�1000 pixel) at

a binning of 2. Image analysis was performed with the Volocity
5.3.2. Build 0 imaging software (Perkin-Elmer, UK).

Statistical analysis and three-dimensional reconstructions
Epidermal whole mounts of Tam-treated A_K15CreERlow/R26RLacZ
mice and littermate controls were analysed for LacZ-positive cells at
3 and 8 days following Cre activation (n¼ 3 per tracing time point).
LacZþ cells were counted and classified according to localisation
of labelled cells within the pilosebaceous unit, namely bulge only
(B); bulge, SG duct and SG; and SG and SG duct. In all experiments,
labelling efficiency was 450%. s.d. was calculated and P-value for
labelled HF bulge cells per pilosebaceous unit between 3 days and 6
months of tracing (n¼ 3 mice/time point) was determined by
Student’s t-test. Classification of hair cycle stages was performed
according to the morphological criteria as described by Muller-
Rover et al (2001). Confocal z-stack projections were rendered using
Volocity software.

qRT–PCR analysis
Total RNA from freshly isolated and sorted primary keratinocytes
was purified using Trizol (Invitrogen, Germany). The QuantiTect
Reverse Transcriptase Kit (Qiagen, Germany) was employed for
cDNA synthesis according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Quantitative real-time PCR analyses were conducted using RT2 RT
SYBR Green qPCR Master Mix (SuperArray Bioscience Cooperation,
USA) and a StepOnePlus real-time PCR system (Applied Biosys-
tems). The following PCR conditions were applied: 10 min 951C
initial denaturation, cyclic denaturation at 951C for 15 s followed by
an annealing step at 601C for 1 min. Primer pairs were designed as
shown in Supplementary Table 1 and also see Jaks et al (2008). Fold
differences between primary keratinocytes derived from K14DNLef1
or K15DNLef1 mice as well as age and sex-matched wild-type
control animals were calculated based on the DDCt method,
adjusted to GapDH expression and are depicted as fold change
normalised to wt expression. For FACS-sorted cells, the DCt method
was applied and changes were adapted to 18S RNA expression and
normalised to a6-integrin (Itga6) positive keratinocytes.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online
(http://www.embojournal.org).
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